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To look at a painting by Arthur Boyd is to be a witness to a 
strange drama. Boyd has said of his work:

 If you look at my pictures and wonder what they are about, 
they are mostly about animals and people; they really have 
little to say unless the person looking at them is able to make 
up a story as to what these people are doing in the picture. If it 
is difficult for you to find a story for these pictures, look for the 
true-to-life quality that some recognizable object may possess.

—Grazia Gunn,  Arthur Boyd: Seven Persistent Images. (Australian National Gallery, Canberra 

1985.)



Max Ernst, Pablo Picasso, Sidney Nolan, Arthur Boyd and 
my contemporary, Peter Walsh, are artists that inspire 

me to work. They not only expose the oddities underlying 
the  behaviour of man, but also demonstrate rich   

methodologies of approach.
I consider them all to be painter’s painters. These artists  

share a sense of the surreal and come back to similar 
themes constantly. Their evolution has become my 

evolution, and my evolution will become your evolution.
—Riccardo Angelo, 2005



Meeting with St Francis



Man, Woman (After the Sin)



Origin



New Life, Water’s Edge



From Man



From Man, New Visions



Blurry Vision



God Watching the Fall



After Eden



Fury after the Fall



Flight over the Garden



After Eden, the Endless Misery



The Dog



Death, Something New



Death’s New Look



Leaving Eden



The Flood



Unrest



After the Flood



Riccardo Angelo’s Nineteen monotypes were 
exhibited first by Dickerson Galleries in Melbourne,  

August to September 2005. 
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